In this paper, we proposed an adaptive dual-rank transmission algorithm underlying single-user MIMO (SU-MIMO) system. In SU-MIMO system, the rank indication (RI) is the main constraint to optimize the performance of the overall system. We employ the channel state information (CSI) report enhancement mechanism for modeling, and put forward reasonable formulas for constructing an auxiliary matrix which enable us to generate 2-port CSI reference signal (CSI-RS) and codeword, and calculating precoding matrix indicator (PMI) and codeword. And from the simulation results, the system performance can be significantly improved by the proposed algorithm.
Introduction
In order to make the wireless cellular systems support high-speed packet data services and make users get fast, high-quality multimedia applications, multiple input multiple output (MIMO) technology has been widely studied . The base station of SU-MIMO use active antenna array (AAS antenna) [1] to implement a plurality of beams [2] . SU-MIMO technology can divide each vertical antenna element into several ports, in order to improve the space utilization, increase cell coverage and improve system performance and spectrum efficiency [3] without changing the existing size of the antenna. However, we can do further with SU-MIMO technology. With the single-rank transmission supported by traditional Eigenvalue Based Beamforming (EBB) algorithm is increasingly unable to meet the current needs, many researchers try to apply dual-rank transmission in SU-MIMO to optimize the system performance, but there still are short of feasible and widely accepted algorithms and schemes.
In this paper, we research an adaptive dual-rank transmission algorithm based on CSI report enhancement mechanism in many scenes underlying TDD SU-MIMO system [4] . To achieve CSI report enhancement, we make the mobile station report the enhanced CSI to the base station, which includes RI, CQI (channel quality indicator) and PMI. In this algorithm, we constructs an auxiliary precoding matrix to generate 2-port CSI-RS and finally generate single-rank codeword or dual-rank codeword adaptively, and we select dual-rank transmission by generating dual-rank codeword when CSI report that channel is in good condition and therefore the system can send two signals each time and obtain better performance. Simulation results show that the SU-MIMO system that adopts adaptive dual-rank transmission algorithm can obtain better performance than general SU-MIMO system that adopts traditional EBB algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, we present the system model and channel formulation. In section III, the adaptive dual-rank transmission algorithm based on CSI report enhancement mechanism is proposed. Simulation results are given in section IV. Finally, we summarize the conclusions in section V. 
System Model
In this paper, we assume there are M transmit antennas and 2 receive antennas so we can achieve at most dual-rank transmission. And we implement CSI report enhancement mechanism [5, 6] Fig. 1 Flow chart The system channels used is ITU UMa, UMi from TR 36.873 [7] channel model. And compared with the general channel model [8, 9] , the channel model used in this paper also uses the elevation arrival angle (ZOA) and elevation departure angle (ZOD). The channel between cluster n and receive antenna element pair u , s can be calculated as (1). is cross polarization power ratio. 0 λ is carrier wavelength.
The algorithm description
In this algorithm, we make the qualified users use dual-rank transmission according to CSI and thus improve packet data throughput and optimize system performance. And in order to support dual-rank transmission at most, we map M transmit antennas into 2 ports. This algorithm focuses on mathematical implementation of how to construct precoding matrix, how to get the RI, PMI and how to generate the codeword. The algorithm related to codebook and CQI can refer to the Evaluation Methodology Document [10] and not in this description. In this algorithm, we assume there are n sub-bands (SB) in the whole band, for SB i which can generates CSI-RS by combining with RS, and formulas is given by (4). 
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is channel correlation matrix of SB i and it's the average of all subcarriers channel correlation matrices in this SB. S is total number of the subcarriers in SB i. ( (1,2...) 1 ijs jn = H is subcarrier channel matrix j in SB i. And then the best rank can be obtained by (6) (6) where R is the RI. 1 λ , 2 λ denote the first and second eigenvalues of 2 Λ which is one of the results of SVD for is precoding matrix indicator for SB i and it can be calculated as (7). (7) where i PMI is precoding matrix indicator, and k is the codeword number. B is precoder codebook [12, 13] which can be selected according to R, and ,
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B is the codeword whose index is i in the precoder codebook corresponding to R. In this algorithm we use single-rank or dual-rank precoder codebook adaptively 1 ip H is the subcarrier channel matrix m in SB i. s is total number of elements of the matrix ,
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BHW . num is total number of codewords of the precoder codebook.. And finally we can generate codeword i D for SB i according to i PMI , given by.
where , i RPMI B denotes a codeword [11, 12] whose number is equal to PMI in the precoder codebook corresponding to R. i W' denotes a 2 M× precoding matrix and its calculation process is similar to (5), (6), (7 
Simulation Results
The parameters are listed as Table I for a single-cell system: In this paper, the service model is FTP and the scenes are UMa and UMi. The baseline for comparison is traditional Eigenvalue Based Beamforming (EBB) algorithm. Numerical results of the proposed algorithms and EBB algorithm are presented below, and the main indicators in this simulation are 5% (edge) user packet throughput (UPT), mean UPT and RU. Fig.3 shows that in UMa scene, the adaptive dual-rank transmission algorithm can improve edge and mean UPT by 28.65% and 31.57%, respectively. Moreover, RU is reduced by 9.19%. Fig.4 shows that with the growth of proportion, the dual-rank transmission algorithm improves UPT faster. Fig. 3 , 4 can prove that with the growth of rank, dual-rank transmission algorithm can improve system performance in UMa scene. Fig.5 shows, in UMi scene, the adaptive dual-rank transmission algorithm can improve edge and mean UPT by 51.76% and 46.11%, respectively. Moreover, RU is reduced by 24.67% while adopting dual-rank transmission algorithm. As Fig.6 shows, with the growth of proportion, the dual-rank transmission algorithm improves UPT obviously faster. Fig 5, 6 can prove that with the growth of rank, dual-rank transmission algorithm can improve system performance in UMi scene. 
Summary
In this paper, we study adaptive dual-rank transmission algorithm of SU-MIMO system based on CSI report enhancement mechanism in many scenes underlying SU-MIMO system. In this algorithm, mobile station reports enhanced CSI and BS generated codeword based on precoding matrix and PMI. This algorithm can use single-rank and dual-rank codeword for transmission adaptively. Through simulation results, we demonstrate the feasibility and satisfied throughout and RU of proposed algorithms. In general, rational utilization of adaptive dual-rank transmission algorithm can optimize system performance in the SU-MIMO system.
